Evidence of T-lymphocyte functional impairment in Huntington's disease.
Huntington's Disease (HD) is a degenerative neurological disorder with autosomal dominant transmission. Although immunological defect(s) have been postulated, no confirmed laboratory evidence for this exists. In the present study we observed activated T cells in the peripheral blood of HD patients (using 4F2 monoclonal antibody), whereas the percentage of T cells bearing T-cell activation markers such as HLA-DR and MLR4 antigens was normal. We then studied T cells of HD patients in some functional assays. Since it has been suggested that autologous mixed lymphocyte reaction (AMLR) includes several immune mechanisms in which distinct cell subsets interact and perform distinct regulatory functions, it is conceivable that the remarkable deficiency of AMLR herein observed in HD patients results from some abnormal immune regulation which may contribute to the pathology of this condition. Additional experiments demonstrated a defect of AMLR in three asymptomatic young sibs of HD patients, and coculture experiments between T cells of patients (as responders) and non-T cells of their sibs (as stimulators), and vice versa, produced no proliferative response. Subnormal responsiveness in allogeneic MLR was also observed. Normal or enhanced PHA-induced production of both IL-2 and IFN-gamma in vitro was detected. These experimental data suggest a cellular branch of the immune system in HD; however, they do not indicate if this defect is primary or secondary to the disease itself.